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Bret Kugelmass 
Managing Director, Energy Impact Center 

bret@energyimpactcenter.org 
 
Bret Kugelmass is a former technology entrepreneur who has dedicated his focus to climate and energy 
challenges. One of the early pioneers in commercializing unmanned aerospace technology he founded 
and remained CEO of Airphrame for five years up until its acquisition. Prior to this, he received his 
masters in robotics from Stanford University and his earlier work includes designing lunar rover control 
systems for NASA and a concept electric car for Panasonic. In 2017, he launched a Washington, DC 
based research institute, the Energy Impact Center, focused on exploring the challenges and 
opportunities of nuclear power's role in deep decarbonization. Their work includes techno-economic 
analysis of energy technologies, hosting clean-tech prize competitions, and publishing audio interviews 
with hundreds of experts on the Titans of Nuclear podcast. 

 
 
Accomplishments 
 

- Early work includes: designing rover technology at NASA, condensed matter physics research at 

Berkeley, solar manufacturing automation design at Nanosolar, and electric vehicle work at 

Panasonic. 

- Received masters from Stanford University in Mechanical Engineering in 2011. 

- Recognized as leading robotics expert in autonomous flight systems. 

- Founder of Silicon Valley venture-backed drone startup, Airphrame. 

- Remained CEO of company through acquisition in 2017. 

- Started Washington, DC based research institute, Energy Impact Center, to analyze short term 
deep decarbonization strategies. 

- In 2 years, has met with over 1500 experts on Nuclear Energy: technology, policy, economics, 

industry, and more. 

- Launched the Titans of Nuclear podcast, responsible for the production of 150+ audio pieces and 

1000+ video shorts, to both educate the public with a positive message and motivate engineers, 

financiers, and entrepreneurs to participate in this sector. 

- Spoken across the world at universities, research laboratories and environmental conferences. 

 
 
About the Energy Impact Center 
 
The Energy Impact Center is a Washington, DC-based research institute that focuses on nuclear energy 
deployment as a means to decarbonize global energy consumption and increase access to clean energy 
worldwide.  
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More Information: 
Bio: https://www.linkedin.com/in/bkugelmass/ 

Organization Website: https://www.energyimpactcenter.org/ 

Podcast: https://www.titansofnuclear.com/ 

Article(A):https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/energy/daily-on-energy-former-drone-ceo-wants-a-crack-at-
curbing-climate-change-with-nuclear\ 

Article(B): https://inl.gov/article/titans-of-nuclear-podcast/ 

Video(A): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQvOL_vVbtg 

Video(B): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3I0VqcmNxaE 
 

 
 
 
Media Asset: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


